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THE OBJECTIVE

The Delupe - The Flood
__—2_

01d Students 1

Improvisation on The Delurro. It is late. late at

 

night, the lights and tho telofihonc have gone out. ri‘he group

of people understand that there is no more life in the town,

no more hope for then to see the world. and to meet again the

people with whom they have connections in the outer world.

They have accepted death, and their destiny.

how you must see in your imagination in which form

they have accepted their death. They have reached a state of

eestacy. and now they are half—dnmk from wine. and half-drunk

from this ecotacy. They feel themselves already no longer on

the earth. Somewhere in their psychology they have no more

connection with the earth and they see each other with different

eyes. They see in each other the hum being as such. In this

state of ecstcey they meet each other each moment afresh. Re-

member that until now they have only seen each other as business

enemies. unhappy lovers, etc., but now they see each other as

hum beings. They are astonished. and they are living in this

state of astonislment. The leader of this strange society is

the strange advocate, O'Neill.

Lot us improvise the scene on the basis of the objec-

tives. The objective is to be absolutely expanded in ccstacy -

try to expand and observe and take in more. and more, and more.

That means to have this ecstacy. and to want to get more and
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more by expanding. The psychological gesture is, "I want to

know more and more by means of expanding my being." The ob-

jective of the advocate is to keep them in a state of eostacy.

From time to time there will be a sound from the

outer world, which will remind these people what is outside.

This will mean a psychological gesture for each one - the eo-

stacy will be gone, and they will want to get away. Out of

this abyss the advocate will bring them back to the state of

ecstacy.

incorporate two moments: ocstacy and abyss. We must

see the psychology of the person through their incorporation

of what they have seen. After incorporating you will have some

new suggestions which will affect the imagination and the in-

corporation. Reheerse it many. many times in your imagination.

The difference between rehearsing, incorporation. and imagina-

tion is that in the imagination you have to develop lines,

while in rehearsing it means you must always repeat the same

thing, and than incorporate.

OBJECTIVE:

In taking an objective it means you must understand

everything — the chairs. the room, your own things. everyone,

everything. If you have your objective you will never floun-

der or do things in general. You will always have a certain

point, a foundation. You will awaken a new process of life.
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This has nothing to do with‘thinkinp. It is the actor's way

‘

of understanding. The objective of the abyss moment will be.

 

"I want to get away from this place." with the whole passion

of the ecstacy. O'Neill's objective will be to pay more care-

ful attention to everything and everyone. For him. everyone

is a living being and not one of a mass.

In our work there is no room for the hysterical ~ it

 

will only make the actor and the audience ill. It is not our

kind of performance. If we have the objective it is enough,

and we have to send out a tremendous power. by means of the ob-

jective, never by means of this pseudo-psychology. It happen:

very often with actors. and is like making an attempt to step

a hole.


